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  Introduction





“Give me a man, I have some stories. Give me a 
woman, I have a few more stories. Give me a man 

and a woman and the stories are infinite.”
-J.R. Waller





The Moments in Between is a strange novel for me. I often spend years 

thinking about the plots and programs of the books I write, but the idea 

for this one came out of the blue and was fully realized from the start. In 

fact, I wrote the initial draft in only five weeks.

I did a preliminary release of that draft a little more than a year ago, 

but I wasn’t pleased with it. It wasn’t print ready and being the owner of 

a small publishing ministry I knew I needed to release a more polished 

version which is the copy you have in front of you.

This copy probably has some errors too but I’m much happier with 

this version and am confident you’ll enjoy it too. 

Still, the merits of any book rise and fall with its readership. The 

validity and excellence of this title will live or die on the sacrificial altar of 

audience opinion. That being said, just as I have the freedom as an author 

to write what I want to write you have the freedom as a reader to love or 

hate what I write.

So, what kind of book is this? It’s a meditation on grief.

The grieving process is disorienting and disheartening. It’s a terrible 

thing. However, grief is what gets us through. In our fallen universe grief 

is the mechanism that helps us heal. In the long run, and if we allow it to 

be, grief is actually a good thing.

IntroductIon
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This book was born of out grief. I was captivated by the idea of what 

happens during seasons when nothing makes sense – during the moments 

in between tragedy and normalcy. The process of healing that takes place 

during the grieving process has always fascinated me, and this book looks 

at that process in all its ugliness and glory.

While it doesn’t always occur to us in the moment, during times of 

profound struggle God continues to work in the lives of believers. Even if 

we lose faith in Him during such times, He never loses faith in us or leaves 

us. He renews us daily, His compassions are new every morning.

I’ve seen this in my own life, and in the lives of many others. When we 

come out of pain and have clarity once again, we realize that God was (and 

still is) working the entire time, even during the moments in between. The 

truth is we’re powerless in our own strength to “get through” life’s endless 

onslaught of pain. Yet, while we’re weak in the face of remorse, turmoil, 

guilt, regret, and sadness God is all-powerful. When we can’t see ahead in 

the fog of life, God sees perfectly through it all and He gently leads us to 

where He wants us to go. That’s what this book is about.

Other themes include how our minds lie to us, how our emotions 

play tricks on us and how we can’t solely rely on feelings, especially during 

times of struggle. This should be apparent through the main characters 

in the story, Jane and James. I wanted to get inside the heads of the two 

leads and explore feelings that all of us have felt but rarely admit to ex-

periencing out of fear that others might think we’re “crazy.” However, in 

God’s economy it’s ok to be crazy, we’re sinners and we’re a mess. This life 

is no bed of roses, Jesus told us that, and He prayed for us and wept over 

Jerusalem. He is a friend of sinners, a very present help in time of need, 

our comforter, strength and refuge.

There are two things I want you to take away from this book. First is 

the truth that God works during every season and in every circumstance 

regardless of what your feelings tell you. If you are a believer in Jesus 

Christ, you can be confident that He who began a good work in you will 

perform it until the day of Jesus Christ. God will accomplish what He set 
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out to do in your life, and that is to make you more like Him, and that’s a 

very good thing!

Second, I want you to be a little more open with others when you’re 

struggling. Let them in. Sure, some will think you’re not for them, but 

those aren’t the kind of people you want in your life anyway. Instead, do 

the work of being vulnerable, it’s a testimony and a way to allow better 

people into your life who God will use to help you heal.

With that I digress and leave you to read on. Thank you for spending 

two scarce resources on this volume – your time and money. It means a 

lot to have you spend some time with James and Jane.

Here’s to the next novel.

Soli Deo gloria!

J.R. Waller, MBA

August 2022

(John 3:16, Romans 10:9-10, Ephesians 2:8-9)





James stared out the window. His eyes were intensely fixated on the rain.

The harmony of the repetition brought him solace. The drops were end-

less. One by one pelting the window, over and over, like a tranquil song in 

the darkness.

His life had become relentlessly stale. Everywhere he went he saw her. 

She always turned up, even when he didn’t want her to. She was around 

even when she wasn’t. Ultimately, and though it proved a fine distraction, 

not even the rain could fully keep her from his mind. She had a nasty habit 

of constantly slipping into his head and remaining there for hours on end 

like an unwanted guest you can’t get rid of. For James, forgetting her was 

futile.

However, he could always count on rainstorms to drown her out of 

his thoughts, albeit for a short time. That was good enough.

Yet, reality is a sleuth. It always found its way back to him. It was 

Monday, around dinner time. She was due home and right on time she 

approached. Back to reality. 

He watched the rays from her headlights break through the rain as 

she pulled into the driveway. The flat horizontal glares of light cut across 

the lawn. She parked, exited the van, grabbed some grocery bags from 

the passenger seat and proceeded to the front door. James listened to the 

the Sound of raIn

1
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sound of the lock as it turned. His final remnants of peace ebbed away 

with each click of the pin. Nevertheless, he remained stalwart, and kept 

his eyes on the rain. He wasn’t about to give up what precious seconds of 

tranquility he had left that quickly.

Jane slammed open the front door. A loud thud rang out as the door 

hit the wall. A torrential downpour flew inside. Her raincoat flooded the 

carpet. She rushed to close the door, and quickly shut it just as loudly as 

she opened it. She had grocery bags under her arms and in her hands. She 

struggled to make it into the hallway. James’s concentration finally broke, 

he turned and watched as she wiped her feet, set the bags down on the 

floor and diligently but quickly removed her raincoat, tossing it onto a 

hook on the wall.

She was wearing a tweed houndstooth blazer, with a matching skirt. 

A silk scarf around her neck, a solid black shirt and a pearl necklace accen-

tuated her look. There was a large golden lapel pin on her blazer with her 

alma mater’s insignia – a shield with an eagle on one pane and an angel 

on the other, and a Latin phrase about learning and achievement. She 

was in her customary tall coffee brown riding boots. Her long blonde hair 

was done up in a flipped bob style, with a dark green and yellow argyle 

hair band topping it off. She wore a small diamond encrusted watch on 

her right wrist. She was the epitome of an academic professional, like 

something straight off the steps of Berkeley in 1950, or Cornell in 55. She 

was, naturally, the Ivy League type, and in all ways timeless.

Jane taught comparative literature at the local university, but unlike 

many of her colleagues, she dressed for the role because she wanted to, 

not out of obligation. Hardly a day went by without James seeing her in a 

blazer and skirt combo or a cardigan and skirt combo. The look worked. It 

complemented her high cheek bones, bright lively face, and large deep set 

green eyes. Even when rain soaked Jane was in all ways the consummate 

professor with a hint of bookishness.

Despite her grand entrance from the elements, James remained where 

he stood. He pursed his lips and glared at her as she took off her boots and 
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grabbed some of the bags of groceries from the floor. 

Jane noticed him in the corner of her eye and slowly glanced over at 

him in short clandestine intervals. Those eyes of hers, which were once 

lovely to him, now felt stone-cold, they pierced him, like a knife to the 

heart. Even the slightest ill-timed glance from her hurt him.

“Are you going to just stand there? I’m soaking wet if you haven’t 

noticed,” she called out.

For a few split seconds James willfully ignored her. Then, he slowly 

and deliberately turned his head back to the window and stared outside 

before letting out a big sigh. He wanted the silence back, the bliss of 

temporary forgetfulness to return. But he knew better. Whenever such 

situations took place in their interactions with each other any escape was 

useless and impossible. So, he turned and walked over to her.

“I got it,” he said, as he bent over and grabbed the rest of the bags from 

the floor.

Jane, despite asking for help, intentionally declined to acknowledge 

his acquiescence. It was her way of doing battle. He would stare, avoid 

and relent; she would often take a more active approach. Hurtful words, 

brittle non-verbal cues and acid tongued remarks. Those were her choice 

weapons. She preferred verbal swordplay, he liked cold-shoulder distance.  

“Careful!” she yelled bitterly. 

“I told you I’ve got it.”

Jane placed her hands on her hips and bit her lip as she watched her 

husband struggle with the heavy load.

Seconds later, the inevitable; the bottom fell out of one of the bags. A 

carton of eggs smashed onto the entryway carpet, and James successfully 

set off a volcanic eruption.

He placed the other bags on the dining room table with great defiance 

and began to storm off, but not before Jane could get another word in.

“Where are you going? Clean it up!” she yelled, hands still on her hips.

He turned, looked over his shoulder, and with great apathy simply 

said, “I don’t have time.” With that, he went upstairs to his home office.
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Jane wasn’t going to clean up after his mess. She had wasted too much 

time lately being his personal street sweeper. Since the onset of their do-

mestic war he had become lazy when it came to any sort of housework. 

Naturally, she wasn’t one to live in a mess, so she took it upon herself to 

carry the load no matter how stubborn and defiant James was. However, 

tonight he pushed her over the edge. She was more content to let the 

eggs rot away their wooden floor than to stoop to being a servant to his 

indifference. 

She began a long, listless waltz to the living room sofa. Her feet even 

stepped right into the eggs. She didn’t care, in fact it felt good; stepping 

on his beloved oriental rug and smearing chicken embryos into it brought 

her the utmost satisfaction. She never liked the rug anyway, and of course 

it was his fault, he lifted it all in one attempt when he shouldn’t have. 

Everything was his fault.

Jane sat on the sofa, pulled her egged socks off, threw them to the side 

and curled up to relax.

Both she and James were equally at odds with each other. Their pro-

tracted “full out domestic war” was fully two-sided. However, they coped 

in similar ways. As she sat there, she turned her attention to the same 

thing he had. She stared out at the rain. The rain was her solace too. It 

took the edge off things. Even if she could never fully remove him from 

her mind, it at least provided her with short glimpses of peace, and tiny 

morsels of retreat which she devoured as quickly as she could manage. Of 

course, like any of us, she’d get sick from time to time from digesting too 

much time alone.

A shared love for the rain wasn’t their only similarity. Their tactics 

were similar too in that they produced the same recurring results. They 

were both committed to never bringing any closure or resolution to their 

war. It was trench warfare. Deep down that was how they liked it. Blow up, 

avoid, stare out, that was their formula. Neither of them would ever admit 

to being similar, but they were. Rivals are like that. They’re alike. Yet they 

never dare say so. If you’d ask either of them to describe each other, you’d 
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find that they viewed each other as incredibly different from one another.

From Jane’s perspective he was a workaholic, self-centered and in-

considerate, while James had come to know her as flighty, disrespectful, 

and callous. Quite a slew of adjectives, all different yet similar. Despite all 

this, they lived in the same house, shared the same coping mechanisms, 

and attacked with the same goals in mind and with similar tactics. They 

were alike. Deep down they knew it. That’s why they got married in the 

first place albeit for far different and optimistic reasons. That fact ate at 

them and kept their battles from ever going all out, or coming to any sort 

of finality. 

Thankfully, for their neighbors’ sakes, the rest of this evening would 

remain calm. She would eventually clean up the eggs and eat dinner in 

the guest bedroom alone. He would stay upstairs working. They wouldn’t 

see each other at all. That was the way they did things now. Come and 

go. Start and stop. It was a cold war really, just bursts of violence, mainly 

emotional, every so often. Just enough to keep things tense and real.
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An emotionally powerful story about moving forward when 

sorrow feels insurmountable to overcome.

In this richly nuanced psychological novel, J.R. Waller chronicles the disintegration of 
a marriage amidst a backdrop of grief and disillusionment.

Jane and James, a happy small-town couple, have their world shattered when their 
young son dies in a tragic car accident. In the ensuing fallout, the two enter a “full out 
domestic war” with each other.

When James’s mother has a heart attack, James leaves for Denmark to visit her, and 
to get away from Jane. However, what begins as a trip of escape quickly turns into 
something else for him and his wife.

A powerfully moving story, The Moments in Between is a study on the grieving process 
and how God continues to work for the good of believers even when all hope seems 
lost.

J.R. WALLER, MBA is the Founder of The Greater Heritage, a Bible teaching 
and publishing ministry. He holds an MBA from Rollins College, Certificate in 
Christian Apologetics from Biola University and Bible Knowledge Certificate from 
The Master’s Seminary. He is former James Madison Institute Leaders Fellow and 
University of Central Florida Center for Public and Nonprofit Management Fellow. 
He has authored several books.
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